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Edgar Cayce used his psychic trances to diagnose and treat illnesses from arthritis to epilepsy. This

guide provides an easily accessible reference to 9000 of his readings, covering nearly 200 ailments

and their treatments.
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As a cross-reference tool for determining the underlying causes of an ailments, I've found this book

to be quite insightful, if not ahead of it's time. For example, I found it very interesting that many of

Edgar Cayce's remedies included methods for dealing with digestion-related problems, elimination

of accumulated toxins, and restoration of a person's acid/alkaline balance. These factors are

increasingly being found to be connected to many of the same diseases that Cayce referenced in

this book, from asthma and gallstones, to cancer. In my opinion, his readings went far beyond

ordinary common sense, particularly for his day.

This encyclopaedia is a labor of love. It is the easiest, most painless way of finding what Edgar

Cayce, the father of holistic medicine, had to say about what ails you. Just look it up alphabetically

from Acne to Xeroderma. Should be on the bookshelf of everyone who is interested in Alternative

medicine. Lawrence M. Steinhart, author Edgar Cayce's Secrets of Beauty Through Health.



Because Edgar Cayce did not remember any of his healings which were conducted while in a

trance like condition, his secretary faithfully wrote every word as they were being prescribed.

Because of her dedication to him and his work we have accurate and precise records of each

healing. Patients would write back or call and tell him of the success of his medical advice and in

that way he was able to continue knowing that his "guides" were trustworthy. Being interested in

herbal healing and believing in the ability of certain people to attune themselves to the "other world"

and information beyond our present abilities, this collection of just some of Cayce's many healings

are educational and remarkable. Cayce had no formal training in medicine allowing his gift as a

chairvoyant to help hundreds of people. An interesting book for anyone who wants to learn more

about alternative healings and who has an open mind about psychic phenomenon.

The Author, Reba Ann Karp, has beautifully indexed remedies that are safe and effective from the

celebrated Edgar Cayce Readings. This book offers numerous remedies for a great variety of

ailments, as well as suggestions for achieving optimum spiritual, physical, and mental wellness. I

now have lost 30 lbs., have glowing skin, and a have developed a general positive outlook. I

recommend this unique book to everyone who desires to better their health and healing with

alternative medical knowledge.

The amazing thing about Edgar Cayce was the range of information presented during his

channelings. Not only did he correctly forecast many major historical events, he also suggested

various kinds of healing as well as remedies for specific illnesses. This book focuses specifically on

Edgar Cayce's theories on health. Presented decades ago, many of his theories concerning healing

have currently been given great credence.

Please read about thisextraordinaryman.in this healing you will be very surprise at all

hisRecommendations.he is unique and I tell everyone to get because you will use it as a reference

book

However I must say it's a shame there's very few of his remedies currently available for use today.

That's what I'd initially bought the book for...some helpful hints on how to be more naturally healthy

so....although it was a fascinating read...it wasn't exactly what I was looking for....BUT I will keep it in

my library as an occasional health reference nonetheless.



I am totally satisfied with , quality of the product and delivery to my home......however, having been

a student of Edgar Cayce for many years, this book lacks any helpful information...my

disappointment was in the value of the information..it wasvague, not really getting into healing

methods. thanks , nothing against you, others may love it...j'net
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